4. Private flights

4.1 Landing in Mauritius

If an operator intends to carry out a nonscheduled private flight into the Republic of Mauritius, he shall apply to the Director of Civil Aviation for permission to carry out such operations not less than:

a) 2 working days in advance of the intended date of operations, for passengers/crew members travelling from countries whose citizens do not require a visa.

b) 3 working days in advance of the intended date of operations for passengers/crew members travelling from countries whose citizens require a visa.

Requirements for processing of applications are as follows:

1. Name, telephone number, email and postal address of operator;
2. Name and contact details of operator’s representative available in the event of an emergency on H24 including landline and mobile telephone number (including country and area codes); Fax numbers; Email addresses; AFTN addresses; & SITA addresses;
3. Billing address of operator (email and postal addresses);
4. Purpose of flight, for example tourism, business meeting;
5. Type of aircraft and registration mark(s);
6. Aircraft call-sign;
7. Surname (in capital letters), name, maiden name, nationality, date of birth, passport number, gender and passport expiry of all crew members;
8. Surname (in capital letters), name, maiden name, nationality, date of birth, passport number, gender and passport expiry of all inbound and outbound passengers;
9. Place of stay for passengers;
10. Hotel booking and duration of stay for crew in case of layover;
11. Photocopies of the passports of all crew members and passengers;
12. Status of passengers, for example, VVIP, businessmen or government officials, if any;
13. Business contact in Mauritius (except for tourism);
14. Schedule: route(s), date(s), timing(s) of operations;
15. Name of local representative, if any;
16. Name and address of handling agent in Mauritius;
Noise Certificate of the aircraft;  
Statement from operator/pilot as to whether any arms/ammunitions will be carried on board the aircraft; and  
Statement from operator/pilot as to whether any visiting royalty, Head of States or diplomatic passport holders are on board;  
Original general declaration

The list of countries whose citizens need to apply and obtain a visa prior to undertaking their travel to Mauritius are:

Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Iran (Islamic Republic of), Iraq, Korea (People’s Democratic Republic of North), Lao (People’s Democratic Republic of), Libya, Mali, Pakistan, Palestinian State, Saharawi Republic, Somalia, South Sudan, Sudan, Syrian Arab Republic and Yemen